BOTTINEAU COUNTY CITY SUBDIVISION LIST

ANTLER
- 1ST ADDITION
- ANTLER
- BLOCK RESERVE
- New Subdivision 1
- New Subdivision 1

BOTTINEAU
- ANDERSONS ADD
- BOTTINEAU
- BRANDERS ADD
- BRUSLET TEN FIRST ADD/REPLAT
- BRUSLET TEN FIRST ADDITION
- COBBLESTONE ADDITION
- COMMERCIAL ADD
- COMSTOCKS 1ST ADD
- COMSTOCKS 1ST ADD-HAMILTONS S/D-PARK A
- COMSTOCKS 1ST ADD-PARKERS S/D BLK 3 HAMILTONS S/D
- COMSTOCKS 1ST/1ST SD-L 11-PARKERS SD BK 3 HAM PK A
- COMSTOCKS 2ND
- COMSTOCKS 3RD
- EASTSIDE ADD
- FOREST PARK ADD
- FORESTRY ADD/REPLAT
- FREEMANS 1ST
- GAGNERS 1ST
- GAGNERS 1ST/REPLAT OF BLK 2
- HALLS ADD
- HILLS PLAT
- HYNES PLAT
- HYNES PLAT/REPLAT
- JACQUES SD
- KERSTENS 2ND
- KERSTENS 3RD
- KERSTENS 4TH
- KERSTENS 5TH
- KERSTENS 6TH
- KERSTENS 6TH/REPLAT BK 2
- KERSTENS 7TH
- KERSTENS 8TH ADDITION
- KERSTENS ADD
- KORNKVENS 1ST
- LYNNES ADDITION
- MCAUTHURS ADD
- MCBAINS 3RD
- MCBAINS ADD
- MCINTOSH ADD
- MIKKELESEN ADDITION
- NEUMANN CONDOMINIUMS
- NEWBERGERS ADD
- NICHOLS 1ST
- NICHOLS 2ND
- NICHOLS 3RD
- SUNRISE ADDITION
- SUNRISE ADDITION 2
- SUNSET 2ND
- SUNSET ADD
BOTTINEAU - THE PRESERVE
BOTTINEAU - THE PRESERVE/REPLAT OF LOTS 1-17
BOTTINEAU - WHITES 1ST
BOTTINEAU - WHITES 2ND
BOTTINEAU - WHITES 3RD
BOTTINEAU - WOLDS 1ST
BOTTINEAU - WOLDS 2ND

BOUNDARY LAKE
BOUNDARY LAKE - EVENSEN ADD
BOUNDARY LAKE - EVENSEN ADD/1ST ADD
BOUNDARY LAKE - EVENSEN ADD/2ND ADD
BOUNDARY LAKE - EVENSENS 2ND

BRANDS
BRANDS - BRANDS SD

CARBURY
CARBURY - CARBURY

DEEP
DEEP

ECKMAN
ECKMAN - ECKMAN

EVEN-SON OAK MOUNTAIN
EVEN-SON OAK MOUNTAIN - EVEN-SON OAK MOUNTAIN 1ST ADD

FALDET(ROTH)
FALDET(ROTH) - FALDET(ROTH)

FORFAR
FORFAR - Tahoma

FRAZIERS
FRAZIERS - FRAZIERS 2ND SD
FRAZIERS - FRAZIERS SD

GARDENA
GARDENA - GARDENA

HARTLEY LAKE
HARTLEY LAKE - HARTLEY SHORES

HIGHVIEW ESTATES
HIGHVIEW ESTATES - 1ST ADD
HIGHVIEW ESTATES - 2ND ADD
HIGHVIEW ESTATES - HIGHVIEW ESTATES

HURD
HURD - HURD

KRAMER
KRAMER - KRAMER

KUROKI
KUROKI - KUROKI

LAKE MCArTHUR
LAKE MCArTHUR - LAKE MCArTHUR 1ST ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - OAKSHORE INC/OUTLOTS
LAKE METIGOSHE - OLSONS 1ST SUB
LAKE METIGOSHE - OLSONS 2ND SD/REPLT
LAKE METIGOSHE - OLSONS 3RD SD
LAKE METIGOSHE - OLSONS ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - ROADSIDE RANCH FRNTGE
LAKE METIGOSHE - RUGBY POINT
LAKE METIGOSHE - SOLPERS 1ST ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - SOLPERS 2ND SD
LAKE METIGOSHE - SOLPERS 3RD SD
LAKE METIGOSHE - SOLPERS 4TH ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - SOLPERS 5TH ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - SQUAW PNT/1ST SD LOT A,B,C
LAKE METIGOSHE - SQUAW PNT/SD LOT 21
LAKE METIGOSHE - SQUAW POINT ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - SQUAW POINT-REPLAT OF S/D OF LOT 21
LAKE METIGOSHE - STROMBERG ADDITION
LAKE METIGOSHE - SUNSET BAY
LAKE METIGOSHE - THE LANDINGS
LAKE METIGOSHE - THE SHORES
LAKE METIGOSHE - TWIN OAKS FIRST ADD-REARRANGEMENT OF LOT 18 BLK 1
LAKE METIGOSHE - WESTERGARD 1ST ADD/1ST ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - WESTERGARD SD/1ST ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - WESTERGARD SD/2ND ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - WESTERGARD SD/3RD ADD
LAKE METIGOSHE - WESTERGARD SD/BLK 2
LAKE METIGOSHE - WESTERGARD SD/PT L 7 SEC 2
LAKE METIGOSHE - WESTERGARD SD/REPLAT BLOCK 4
LAKE METIGOSHE - WONDRASEK ADDITION
LAKE METIGOSHE - ZWAK ADDN TO MINOT BEACH

LANDA
LANDA - LANDA

LANSFORD
LANSFORD - LANSFORD
LANSFORD - LANSFORD NEW ADDITION
LANSFORD - OPFERS ADD
LANSFORD - SOUTH LANSFORD
LANSFORD - STOLTZES 1ST ADD
LANSFORD - STOLTZES 2ND ADD
LANSFORD - STOLTZES 3RD ADD
LANSFORD - STOLTZES 3RD ADDITION-REARRANGEMENT OF BLOCK 16
LANSFORD - STOLTZES 4TH ADD

LONG LAKE
LONG LAKE - AASNESS ADD
LONG LAKE - HAGEN ADD
LONG LAKE - HALSTEAD ADD
LONG LAKE - JENSEN ADD
LONG LAKE - KITTLESON ADD
LONG LAKE - RUDES 1ST ADD
LONG LAKE - RUDES 2ND ADD
LONG LAKE - SHADOW BAY ADDITION
LONG LAKE - SHADOW BAY ADDN/REPLAT OF LOT 5

LOON LAKE
LOON LAKE - COBB ADDITION
LOON LAKE - THOMPSON COVE
MAXBASS
    MAXBASS - MAXBASS

NEWBURG
    NEWBURG - ANNEXATION BLK 15
    NEWBURG - NEWBURG
    NEWBURG - THORENSENS 1ST ADD

OMEMEE
    OMEMEE - COLES 1ST ADD
    OMEMEE - COLES 2ND ADD
    OMEMEE - COLES 3RD ADD
    OMEMEE - COLES 4TH ADD
    OMEMEE - COLES 5TH ADD
    OMEMEE - COLES 6TH ADD
    OMEMEE - OMEMEE
    OMEMEE - SMITHS 2ND ADD
    OMEMEE - SMITHS ADD
    OMEMEE - TAYLORS SD

OVERLY
    OVERLY - OVERLY

PRAIRIE VIEW ACRES
    PRAIRIE VIEW ACRES - PRAIRIE VIEW ACRES

RENVILLE
    RENVILLE - RENVILLE

ROTH(FALDET)
    ROTH(FALDET) - ROTH(FALDET)

RUSSELL
    RUSSELL - RUSSELL

SOURIS
    SOURIS - EAST SOURIS
    SOURIS - SOURIS

WEST CREEK DRIVE REPLAT
    WEST CREEK DRIVE REPLAT - WEST CREEK DRIVE REPLAT

WESTHOPE
    WESTHOPE - BENNETTS ADD
    WESTHOPE - EASTSIDE 1ST ADD
    WESTHOPE - EASTSIDE 2ND ADD
    WESTHOPE - EASTSIDE 3RD ADD
    WESTHOPE - EASTSIDE 3RD ADD/REV
    WESTHOPE - PARK VIEW CIRCLE ADD
    WESTHOPE - PLAINVIEW 1ST ADD
    WESTHOPE - STOLTZES 1ST ADD
    WESTHOPE - STOLTZES 2ND ADD
    WESTHOPE - WESTHOPE
    WESTHOPE - WESTSIDE 1ST ADD
    WESTHOPE - WESTSIDE 2ND ADD

WILLOW CITY
    WILLOW CITY - CONLINS 2ND ADD
    WILLOW CITY - CONLINS ADD